Amygdala size reduction is associated with memory deficits in complicated hereditary spastic paraparesis: an MRI study.
Neuroimaging findings in hereditary spastic paraparesis (HSP), especially in complicated HSP (cHSP), are heterogenous. This study aimed to investigate possible in vivo morphological alterations of the whole brain and the amygdala in cHSP as a correlate of cognitive impairment in contrast to pure variants (pHSP). Amygdalar and whole brain volumes of 33 HSP patients (21 pHSP and 12 cHSP) were measured using three-dimensional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data sets by region of interest-based volumetry. A neuropsychological test battery was also performed. A significant reduction in whole brain volume compared with the controls, as well as significant correlations with reduced amygdalar volume and a worse neuropsychological test performance was observed only in cHSP patients. Our findings of disproportional amygdalar atrophy only in cHSP substantiate the association of morphologically assessable cerebral degeneration with cognitive impairment in cHSP.